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Gore, Cantwell, Dicks visit campus
Mallory Gitt
Seattle U Young Democrats bring politicians to environmental forum
gittm@seattleu.edu
Global climatechange is "the biggest crisis
we've ever faced," according to former U.S.
Vice-President A 1 Gore, and this impending
"climate crisis" is a direct threat to the exis-
tence of the human race.
Gore was joinedby other prominentDemo-
cratic politicians in an environmental forum
on Tuesday at Seattle University, sponsored
and led by the Seattle University Young
Democrats.
"The need to change the agenda in Wash-
ington D.C. to address energy independence
and real protection of the environment"
was also promoted by U.S. Senator Maria
Cantwell; U.S. Representative candidate
Darcy Burner (8 th district); Seattle Mayor
Greg Nickels; and U.S. Representative Norm
Dicks (6,h district).
As the most visible environmental leader
on global climate change issues participat-
ing in the forum, Gore asserted the need to
move past the debate on whether or not global
warming exists to substantive measures to
prevent and reverse its effects.
"People [around theworld] are puzzled that
the United States ofAmerica - the nation they
saw as the natural leader of the world" does
not understand the consequences of global
warming, said Gore.
Chris Miller, a junior political science





Conflicts between being a student and an
elected official have forced ASSU executives
to alter the system in order to keep two repre-
sentatives on board.
As part of ASSU, Seattle University's
student government that deals with student
organizations on campus, the international stu-
dents representative, Min Kim and the athletics
representative, Nick Shekeryk are supposed to
attend the representative assembly meetings
every Wednesday.
But as each student has a scheduling conflict
with classes during that time period, the two
students are spending more time in the office
and increasing theirASSU workload to make
up for their absence at the representative as-
sembly meetings.
Duong Truong, executive president for
ASSU, saidhe isconcerned about the situation
and what's lost in the conversations during the
assembly meetings because Kim and Shekeryk
cannot participate.
"I just feel like if they're not there then
they're not in the conversation and they can't
actively represent the group they're supposed
to represent," said Truong. "They might get
behind."
Although the executive members ofASSU
consideredreplacing Kim and Shekeryk, they
ultimately decided that was not the best solu-
tion. Instead, the two students make up for
the missed hours at the assembly meetings by
increasing time spent in the office during their
office hours. They are also required to attend
the meetings of organizations related to the
student community each represents.
"It's kind of put me in a situation where
I can't really communicate with people in
ASSU. I feel like they don't know me and
I don't know them," said Shekeryk. "They
probably see me as a slacker."
As-Salaamu 'Alaykom
Peace be upon you
The Islamic holy month ofßamadhan concluded with with annualEid al-fitr
celebration in the Campion Ballroom. Guests enjoyed traditional Middle Eastern
cuisine and music.
Peter Ely S.J. appointed as Vice President
Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattleu.edu
Less than three weeks after The Seattle
Post-Intelligencer ran a controversial article
that rehashed a long defunct lawsuit involv-
ing a Seattle University administrator and
pressured Tony Harris S.J. intoresigning his
post, Peter B. Ely S.J. accepted the position
of interim vice president on Monday.
Ely, who has devoted his life to Jesuit
higher education, has spent the past eight
years at Seattle University as a professor in
the school of theology. Since 2001 he has
been the rector of the Jesuit community on
campus and is also a member of the board
of trustees.
According to Rob Kelly, vice president
of student development, the position ofvice
president ofmission and ministry is one that
has developed on many Jesuit campuses
across the country, although not all universi-
ties include the position on the executive
team.
According to Kelly, the vice president of
mission and ministry "looks at furthering and
deepening the Jesuit identity and activity on
campus."
Prior to coming to Seattle University, Ely
served as academic vice president at Gonzaga
University for 12 years, rector of the Jesuit
community at Gonzaga for four years and
as the President of Rockhurst University, a
Jesuit institution in Kansas City, Missouri.
"[Ely] has a very extensive background in
higher education and Jesuit philosophy," said
Kelly, "He is a tried and true type of person
that will advance and that will benefit the
campus community."
In addition to his current responsibilities,
Ely will oversee Campus Ministry, the Of-
fice of Jesuit Identity, University Chaplain
Networking with the non-profits
Jessie DiMariano
Idealist.org brings career fair to Seattle University
dimarian@seattleu.edu
Last Tuesday, the 2006 Idealist.org Non-
profit Career Fair gave students the oppor-
tunity to network and connect with various
non-profit recruiters and representatives in an
informal environment throughout the day.
The Campion Ballroom was filled with
a variety of display tables and friendly rep-
resentatives from an array of organizations.
Tables were adorned with informational
pamphlets, posters and pictures, while the
representatives recruited for theirrespective
non-profit organizations.
Idealist.org, which is part of a project
entitled "Action Without Borders" and al-
lows people to search or browse thousands
of community organizations and volunteer
opportunities, held the event to raise aware-
ness for non-profits.
Seattle University co-sponsors for the
event included the Career Development
Center, Albers Placement Center, Center for
Service and Community Engagement and
the School of Law Center for Professional
Development.
"We sponsored the event and wanted to
bring non-profits to campus because it really
fits with the [Seattle University] mission,"
said Helen A. Laßouy, director of the Career
Development Center.
A total of 77 organizations filled up the
tables, ranging from the Peace Corps to the
YMCA.
Among the representatives and recruiters
present at the fair were a number of Seattle
University alumni.
Mike Weber, who graduated in 2000 with
a communication studies degree, currently
holds the position of membership services
coordinator for a small non-profit organiza-
tion called Spiritual Directors International,
which is dedicatedto providing a network for
spiritual directors and those seeking spiritual
direction.
Weber has worked with Spiritual Directors
International for two years and represented
the organization at the fair in an effort to
recruit SeattleUniversity volunteers to assist
with administrative and networking duties.
Working with a non-profit organization
was something he had always wanted to
do.
He was born in Calcutta, India, and has
"always wanted to go into non-profits and
do something that would be serving peace
and justice."
See Laggind... Page 5
See Social Justice... Page 3
See Gore... Page 5
a Halloween in Seattle See pages 7-10 Swimming beats Linfield, falls to
— — ■ Simon Fraser in opener
See page 11
Campus News
Former CEO promotes book, newfound freedom
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu.edu
While speaking to a packed Pigott Audi-
torium Monday night, Carly Fiorina made
clear that she is not ashamed of herself, the
decisions she has made or where her career
path has led.
Best known for her powerful ascension in
the business worldand her highly publicized
dismissal as CEO of Hewlett Packard (HP),
Fiorina's visit to campus was coupled with
the Oct. 9 release of her autobiographical
memoir, "Tough Choices." In the book, the
51-year-old writes openly about the achieve-
ments and downfalls of her career, discuss-
ing various issues such as sexism, personal
values, identity and leadership.
These are not issues foreign to her experi-
ence as one of the most high profile figures
in the American economy.
In 1998 she was named the most powerful
woman in business by Forbes magazine and
in 1999 was appointed the CEO ofHP, mak-
ing her the first female CEO of a Fortune 20
company. After laying off 36,000 employees
in 2005 and carrying out a controversial
merger with Compaq, Fiorina was fired from
the company. However, she received a $21
million severance package.
The Stanford graduate touched on many
topics surrounding her highly publicized
career. She explained her frame of mind
when she accepted the position as HP's
CEO, revealed the difficulty dealing with
her celebrity status and showed pride for her
accomplishments at the information technol-
ogy giant.
She also showed an optimistic outlook to-
wards her public dismissalfrom the company,
and suggested thatby losing her job she was
given freedom, which she could not have as
a CEO. This freedom gave her the time to
write her book and to visit institutions such
as Seattle University.
Both her demeanorand her speech patterns
garnered respect from the audience.
"I was very impressed with her, she was
extremely articulate and I liked the values
she expressed," said John Bean, professor
ofEnglish. "She seemed to me like a leader
I wouldn'tmind following."
Being an icon for women in the business
world,Fiorina was frequentlyasked about the
issue of gender in the industry of informa-
tion technology. She argued that businesses
benefit when diverse groups pf people work
together.
"The game is better when everyone gets to
play," she said.
Still, despite the focus on Fiorina's sex
throughout her career, it was made clear that
she did not want to be admired because of
her gender, but because of her accomplish-
ments.
"I was really impressed when she started
talking business. Once she got into her
subject you could see that she really was a
business person, she's not a woman CEO,"
Bean said.
The packed Piggott Auditorium played
host to students and faculty.. Even alumni
came to campus to witness the high-profile
visitor.
"She was very candid with all the ques-
tions, especially with the public image ev-
erybody has of her, as being very cold and
frigid," saidKay Packard, alumna ofAlbers.
"But she had a very strong personality."
The open forum and brief book signing
were part of the Albers School ofBusiness
and Economics' Genevieve Albers Forum.
Almost 500 students attended, and at least
70 copies of the memoir were sold.
Meaghan Driscoll / The Spectator
Carly Fiorina, theformer CEO ofHewlett-Packard whose severance package from
the company was over $20 million, greets afan while signing copies ofher memoir.
Office of Information Technology
enables space-saving e-mail feature
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu.edu
Tired ofhaving to delete the items you
already deleted from your e-mail account?
As of last Wednesday, the Office of
Information Technology (OIT) enabled a
built-in feature of Microsoft Outlook Web
Access that will do just that for university
e-mail accounts.
Now that the feature has been enabled,
any e-mail older than 30 days and in the
"Deleted Items" folderit will automatically
be deleted.
In otherwords, unnecessarily used space
within Seattle University e-mail accounts
will now be automatically freed - and stu-
dents have one less responsibility to worry
about in making sure their e-mail account
doesn't get full.
"OIT monitors system performance lev-
els and recendy found that at peak times,
Exchange was not performing at a level
which was efficient for e-mail users," said
Alex Hertz, manager ofserver operations.
Members of OIT also found a continu-
ing problem with e-mail accounts being
over the size limit, as well as quite a bit of
stored items in the "Deleted Items" folder
not being cleared by e-mail users.
As a result, OIT took advantage of the
automated deletion feature in an effort
to protect the network and free up space,
which they hope will ultimately alleviate
performance issues.
Since OIT announced the new feature
last Wednesday, students and faculty have
expressed a somewhat neutral response.
"It doesn't really affect me because I
get rid of my e-mail already," said Natalie
Laney, senior fine arts and humanities ma-
jor. "But it does take care ofspace issues."
A response similar to the student body
could also be heard from faculty mem-
bers.
"It is probably designed to cut the total
amount of storage for the university e-mail
system, but I normally move everything out
of my deleted folder daily," said William
Poole, chair and professor of computer
science and softwareengineering. "Because
ofmy habit, it does not really make a dif-
ference for me,"
Hertz explained that there are up to ap-
proximately 2,000 people on their Seattle
University e-mail accounts at any given one
time, so OIT constantly strives to increase
performance and monitor such levels of
usage.
Michael Smith, senior administrative as-
sistant of ComputerScience and Software
Engineering, has mixed feelings toward the
actions taken by OIT.
"I feel it is a bit big brother-ish," he
said. "[And] they kind of missed the boat,
because I also think what takes up most of
the space is that people don't delete their
sent items. But [OIT] would be in a better
position than me to determine that."
With the feature now in place, Hertz
stresses that OlT's goal in doing so is to
"increase performance and decrease over-
head such as hard drive space and back-up
tapes," and after assessing performance
level changes and space issues within
the Exchange program, they found the
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At Seattle University, he engaged in vol-
unteer community service, participated in
service learning programs and joined the
Calcutta Club that is comprised of students
who have been to or are preparing to visit
India to volunteer with the Missionaries of
Charity.
Having come full circle, Weber returned to
Seattle University to recruit others to live out
the mission of the university just as he has.
Since Weber graduated, the university
has attempted continuing to encourage non-
profit career paths, but only a select amount
of students have taken advantage of those
paths.
Although it is dif-
ficult to maintain ac-
curaterecords ofem-
ployment among SU





their information with the school), the most
recent figures show 43 graduates between
1951 and 2005 as beingpast/present employ-
ees of various non-profit organizations.
At the fair, there were also various or-
ganizations that currently employ Seattle
University graduates that may not be listed
in school records.
A representative of Jesuit VolunteerCorps
East said that the organization recruits an
average ofeight Seattle University graduates
per year, and a minimum offive students per
year, making the university one ofJVC'skey
schools for gaining volunteers.
According to Catherine Swanson, regional
recruiter, the Peace Corps also relies heavily
on Seattle University volunteers, as the orga-
nization currently has 11 graduates serving,
and 261 who have served since 1961.
As a greater number oforganizations begin
to look to Seattle University for volunteers,
the university has developed undergraduate
as well as graduate programs into place to
better educate and train such volunteers.
The Non-Profit Leadership department in
the College ofArts and Sciences introduced
the Non-Profit minor, offered to undergradu-







and according to Sue
White, deputy coor-
dinator for the Non-
profit Leadership Center, there are a reason-
able amount ofstudents who have expressed
interest in pursuing such a minor.
She has also seen an increase in the number
of students who are generally interested in
degrees/careers geared toward non-profits.
There are also eight professors teaching
courses within the minor, allowing room
for student and course growth within the
program.
In addition, the College ofArts of Sci-
ences offers an Executive Master's Degree
in Non-Profit Leadership. The program ac-
cepts 25-30 students each year to progress
through the curriculum.
Through the mission and Jesuit educa-
tion of Seattle University, students have
been encouraged to pursue careers that
tend to social justice and making a dif-
ference in the world and, in turn, have
established a positive reputation among
non-profit organizations across the United
States.
An increase in student interest and com-
mitment to such ideals is what will keep
that mission a reality.
"People often talk with no walk," said
Sandeep Bhuta, recruitment representative
for Washington Initiative for Supported
Employment and 2005 Seattle University
graduate. "I decided I wanted to walk."




Jackie Canchola I The Spectator
At the Idealist.org Non-ProfitFair, Organizations such as the Earth Corps try to recruit.
News
In the line of fire: a question and answer session with Erin Solaro
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edu
Erin Solaro is the author of the book,
"Women In The Line of Fire: What You
Should Know About Women in the Mili-
tary." Joined by her partner Philip Goldfor
a discussion in the Pigott Auditorium last
Thursday, Solaro detailed the role women
play in the military today - and what needs
to change about it. Before the lecture, Solaro
sat down with the Spectator to answer some
questions about feminism, the potential of
a military draft, media sensationalism and
more.
In a recent P-I article, you mention
"realfeminists who genuinely believe
in women s equalresponsibilityfor the
world. "Why has the term "feminist"
in modern society swayed so much
from this definition, and become
largely associated with strife, not
equality, between the genders?
"Quite frankly, because organized politi-
cal feminism chose a very confrontational
style, one that was A) not always the most
productive one and, B) sometimes counter-
productive. When you're dealing with some-
thing as deeply imbedded and as pervasive
as male supremacy - which is what we were
dealing with - your personal appearance,
your demeanor, your dignity, how you
present yourself matters. [You] don'tmake
enemies you don't need to.
Secondly, modern organized feminism,
or contemporary organized feminism, very
muchbecame influencedby the international
peace movement, which was a mistake.
This was in the aftermath of the Vietnam
War, and this was transparently an attempt
to have equality of rights without equality
of responsibilities. But civilization does
not work that way. Civilization is not there
for us to use and do nothing with. We have
to create it, and maintain it, and protect it
and sometimes defend it. Equality must be
defended."
Do you expect the draft to be rein-
stated? Ifit is, will women and men
be treated equally in terms ofrequired
military duty?
"I certainly hope the draftis not reinstated.
Do I expect it to be reinstated? [That] de-
pends upon what happens in Iraq and pos-
sibly also Iran, and Korea. It also depends on
how quickly we fall or do not fall for the line
of'We can have national service with mili-
tary and non-military options.'As for equal
treatment, I don't believe the draft of any
sort or any kind of mandatory service [...]
is going to fly if women are not included.
And I don't think it should. I just don't see
that as politically viable, and certainly not
morally viable. But that also depends on
congress and it depends on organized pres-
sure groups."
Yourbook says that only 15percent of
the military is comprised offemales.
Considering the potential for Ameri-
can military action, both continuing in
Iraq andAfghanistan as well as with
newpossible threats like NorthKorea,
doyou expect this numberto rise (even
if there is no draft)?
"It actually is rising. It was climbing a
lot faster, but a lot of enlistment rates were
climbing a lot faster before this war. So what
you're seeing is kind of a referendum on
enlistment in the wisdom of this war, more
than anything else. But the rate of women is
actually increasing. And when they say the
Army or what have you has met its recruit-
ing quotas or goals? Those quotas were set
to be met."
What do you think makes up the ma-
jorityof the social stigmas associated
withfemale military service? Is it the
fear of our daughters being brutal-
ized byforeign troops, the worry that
women could not handle combat, or
something completely different?
"Different parents feel very differently
about their children going into the military,
and it's everything from '[The military is]
not our kind there; we don't do this,' to
sometimes, you know that your kid would
not do well in the military. Sometimes you
know they would. Some parents are very
pleased that their daughters, as well as their
sons, are following in their footsteps. That
sometimes can be the ultimate mark of a
child, saying to a parent, 'You did theright
things, and I want to be like you'"
Using the Jessica Lynch rescue as
an example, in what ways has the
media had an impact on the general
population's view of women in the
military?
"Sensationalism, victimizationand blame.
Which is why we know more about Jessica
Lynch, who thankfully has been allowed
to return - she was a private soldier who
conducted herself with dignity - to being a
private citizen, andprobably a very dignified
one. We know more about Lynndie England
and her buddies from Abu Ghraib than for
that matter [former commanding general
of Abu Ghraib] Janice Karpinski. Almost
nobody has heard about a woman named
sergeant Leigh Ann Hester, she was the
first woman since World War II to win the
Silver Star, which is given for valor only.
There have been a whole bunch of women
who have won the bronze star with the V-
Device, which is [also] for valor. Women
are increasingly winning the army combat
action badges and marine corps combat
action ribbons for their solid professional
performance under fire, and that includes
returning fire. And you don't hear about
that."
Alex Riedlinger / The Spectator
Author Erin Solaro answers questions on stage last Thursday. She was on campus to discuss her




At the non-profit fair, an emphasis on recruitment
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The military draft: is it just beyond the horizon?
Mallory Gitt
gittm@seattleu.edu
The word "draft" has become something
of a pariah since the Vietnam era, although
it has become the source of much discussion
and suspicion lately.
With 68 percent of Americans opposing a
military draft, according to a CBS News poll
conducted in March of this year, popular sup-
port appears elusive. So what is the possibility
ofa military draft actually occurring?
The "coming draft" was the subject ofa talk
with thesame name given by Dr. Philip Gold,
a former intelligence officer in the United
States Marine Corps, and an expert in areas of
national security, at Seattle University on Oct.
19. Gold was present to offer his expertise in
disseminating and constructing the reality of
this emotionally charged debate.
Gold considers a conventional military
engagement involving the U.S., which ap-
pears increasingly likely, as the catalyst that
will spur "avery quick campaign to reinstate
conscription."
A military draft may become America's
only option ifour military remains "exhaust-
ed" and unable to function in its considerably
weakened position.
Gold believes a coalition at the federal
level already exists in this country that is
more than willing to enact "a direct federal
draft with no restrictions on how draftees can
be used," meaning that there is, presently, a
definite possibility of military conscription
sometime in the future.
There is broadconsensus that the best mili-
tary is formed when individuals volunteer to
serve. Where the consensus fractures is with
those who believe a draft is quite possible and
those who see a draft as politically untenable
and unlikely.
The division is apparent even among like-
minded individuals on Seattle University's
campus.
While Elena Gardner, seniorsociology ma-
jor involved with ROTC thinks there is a "big
possibility" of a draft reinstatement, Eleanor
Baldenweck, seniorFrench major and fellow










gives weight to what
you're fighting for."
She would write
letters to her congressman to voice her op-
position if conscription were to return.
Various political parties find themselves
opposed to the draft for a range of reasons.
These party officials find a draft politically
undesirableand as a potential cause for wide-
spread dissatisfaction. There also appears to
be a discrepancy between those that believe a
draft is possible and those of thebeliefthat a
draft could not occur for whatever reason.
TheLibertarian Party believes in "expand-
ing personal choice. Anotherword for a draft
is conscription and conscription is a form of
slavery that restricts that personal choice,"
according to Brett Wilhelm, vice-chair of
the Libertarian Party of Washington state.
Wilhelm finds himselfaligned withall others
broached on the issue: a draft is not desirable.
He thinks volunteerism within the military
"makes all the difference in the world" in
making the military efficient.
Bruce Guthrie, the Libertarian candidate
for U.S. Senator, is in agreement with Gold
in his belief that "a draft is a risk in our
future."













U.S. Senator, Mike McGavick, opposes
a reinstatement of the draft, according to
spokesperson Elliott Bundy.
On the opposite end of the political spec-
trum from McGavick is the Socialist Alterna-
tive, an organization advocating policies al-
most diametrically opposed to those espoused
by the Republican or Libertarian parties.
They are also "completely" against a
draft.
"A draft is [not] in the cards," said Philip
Locker, an organizer for the group, "because
it would lead to popular upheaval."
Sherwood Dickie, housing manager for
the local Vietnam Veterans Leadership and a
1975 graduate of Seattle University, doesn't
personally believe a draft is imminent. He
made clear, however, that these opinions were
his own and not that of the organization he
is employed by.
Rather than the peaceful letter writing
suggested by the ROTC's Baldenweck,
Dickie believes anger wouldbe much more
widespread.
"Riots in the street and demonstrations"
to show major opposition to a military draft
would be prevalent, he said, leading "any
congressman [or] woman withhalf a brain"
to oppose such a policy.
"[The draft] is not going to happen,"
said Dickie, who voluntarily enlisted in the
military in 1968. "The odds are one in a
billion."
These views are in stark contrast to Gold's
declaration that a draft is very possible.
And though he believes it is coming, Gold
himself is an advocate ofcontinuing our all-
volunteer military that has existed since the
Vietnam War-era. He sees a reinstatement
of large-scale conscription as being "very
expensive," "enormously corrupt" and "argu-
ably unconstitutional."
With nearly 3,000 military deaths and
21,000 combat wounds in Iraq since the
American invasion in March 2003 and the
continually increased risk of military in-
tervention or protection measures in other
areas of the world, the time for the return of
conscription seems near. But as can be seen
by the discord among local political parties
and experts withinthe national security arena,
no one can say for sure.
"An all-volunteer army
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"Global warming is pretty much unde-
niable," Miller said. "It's not a matterof if
we [alter] these things, but how soon."
Nickels touted Seattle University as the
"greenest university in the Northwest,"
whilealso challenging mayors across the
country to "pledge local action to beat
global warming" as the city of Seattle
has done.
Nickels believes Seattle is moving for-
ward in combating the causes of global
warming and "walking our talk."
It was "reassuring to hear our public
officials are having panels and spending
time on these issues when we're working
on these at home," saidNatalie Sinclair, a
juniorpolitical science major and member
of the university's Green Energy Coali-
tion.
For her part, Senator Cantwell high-
lighted specific policy initiatives aimed at
restructuring currentfossil fuel dependen-
cy to reduce global warming's effects.
"People have literally lost their jobsand
pensions"because ofhigh fossil fuel costs,
Cantwell said.
As a result, she is promising to back
the Clean EDGE Bill in the U.S. Senate
ifreelected. This piece of legislation in-
cludes a steep reduction ofU.S. petroleum
consumption and a transformation of
America's fossil fuel-dependent vehicles
and the infrastructure that supports this
fossil fuel culture.
Additionally, K.C. Golden, a policy
director at the Northwest Climate Con-
T
nections program, and Frank Paganelli of
Propel Biofuels were on hand to discuss
the need to create a network of cooperat-
ing organizations and to engage the private
sector in an attempt to reduce and reverse
adverse environmental actions.
Paganelli believes the key to greater
American consumption of alternative
fuel sources lies with policy adopted by
politicians such as Cantwell. Paganelli
says"absolutely energypolicy matters" in
making such sources available, affordable,
and appealing to consumers.
Golden told the audience that when
approached by those wondering if it is
too late to reverse the damage done by
global climate change, he always gives
the same answer.
"No- it is not too late. It is certainly not
too early,"he said. "It's not too hard or too
easy... .This is the greatest opportunity we
will ever have."
Jackie Canchoia / The Spectator
Kim's sentiments echo those of Shekeryk.
He says he is working hard to keep in con-
tact with otherASSU executives and trying
to perform his job the best he can under the
circumstances.
"It's working well because I'm putting in
that extra time to fill the gap," he said.
Because Shekeryk and Kim will not be
attending the assemblymeetings, in addition
to spending more time in the office they have
to work to keep the communication strong
between themselves and the representatives,
reporting before and after the meetings as
well as giving write-ups that detail their ideas
and opinions.
"They definitely have to work harder than
if they were able to be there, but it's do-
able," said Steve Lombardi, vice president of
student affairs. "It's not like they're unable
to represent their constituency, but they are
going to have to work harder for it."
Lombardi said though the decision was
difficult for the executives, he stands behind
ASSU's decision to keep Kim and Shekeryk
on staff.
Truong voiced concerns about them not
participating in themeeting, but he still stands
behind the two representatives.
"I have confidence in Nick and Min," he
said. "They haven't shown any reason why
I shouldn't."
However, Truong admits that he remains
cautious about the situation.
"If there'sany slip-ups we'll discover dif-
ferent avenues to go to," he said.
Kim and Shekeryk's fellowrepresentatives
also said the situationwas not ideal, but they
are not concerned about Kim and Shekeryk
falling behind in the responsibility to repre-
sent their constituents.
"There's a lot more responsibility to
ASSU than just the meetings. They're really
concerned about the situation as well," said
Shawn Wilkinson, residential representa-
tive. "It's definitely not an issue of them
not caring or them not representing their
constituents."
Considering that ASSU representatives
"are students first," according to Wilkinson, a
class conflict is the most legitimate excuse.
Shekeryk feels that his continuedpresence
in ASSU is based on professionalism.
"They kept me because they think I can
do the job," he said, who says he has tried
to move classes around with little success
avoiding the ASSU meeting time.
But he is confident that he can represent
the athletic community while raising school
spirit.
"I'm kind of still learning my roles," he
said. "I have a lot ofstuff to catch up on, but
I'm. confident that everything will be taken
care of and get back on the right track."
As in any structured organization, results
depend on the contributions of all parties
involved. Whether or not the scheduling
conflicts of two representatives will have
an impact on those segments of the student
population remains to be seen, most likely to
play out in the coming weeks and months.
"My only concern is that the things we've
outlined are followed," said Lombardi. "I
have faith that it will, though. I trust these
two people."
Rumors of financial favoritism abound in club sports
Sean Towey
toweys@seattleu.edu
Seattle University offers a variety ofathletic
activities to those not inclined to play - or not
interested enough in - the varsity sports on
campus. From gymnasticsto equestrian, people
with all types ofbackgrounds can enjoy their
favorite sports while not having to commit
massive amounts of time.
The availability ofthese clubs does not come
without cost: Seattle University and the sport
participants share the price tag.
However, rumors have recently begun cir-
culating that certain sports clubs on campus
receive preferential treatment in terms offund
allocation. Some clubs have felt that they bear
an unfair amount of the financial burden com-
pared to others.
In charge of allocating funds is Don Ross,
assistant director ofrecreational sports. Beyond
that, Ross also advises nine of the 21 recre-
ational sports clubs on campus.
"I (Seattle University) pay for some equip-
ment. Ipay for equipment that the school would
keep," said Ross.
For example, Seattle University paid for
the men's club soccer team's jerseys, shorts
and socks.
But not all demands are met.
"It justdepends.. .1 don't have an unlimited
amount of money. I can't meet everyone's
needs," said Ross.
Ross would not divulge how much money
therecreational sports budget retains.
Players must fundraise for food, trophies and
social events, whichwas a pointof contention
earlier this year between the rugby team and
the crew team.
The crew team had enough money in their
budget leftover to have a team social. However,
the rugby team could not afford to purchase
matching socks for all of theirplayers.
"Part of the problem was that it was really
difficult to get a hold of Don Ross, because
of how busy he is," said Garret Sweet, junior
public affairs major and president of the rugby
club. "I recently sat down with Don and the
president of the crew club, and everything has
been resolved."
Sweet also said that the school allowed a
"pretty generous travel budget."
Seattle University pays for what is necessary
for teams to compete. Due to a lack of space
on campus, the school also pays for a lot of
field rentals. They help pay dues for intercol-
legiate competition, league dues and referee or
umpire dues.
In men's hockey, for instance, the school
decided this year to only pay the $6,700 for
league fees for the year. For those involved,
that was plenty.
"The school was very generous to pay the
league fee," said Ross Taylor, a senior busi-
ness management major and captain of the
hockey team.
Also included in the budget are minimal
stipends for coaches.
"Adults are there for safetypurposes. Coach-
es are not an employee of the university," said
Ross. "They're interested in enhancing [that]
particular sport. They're doing it for love of
[the] sport more than money."
Many of the clubs must travel in order to
compete. Seattle University pays for van rent-
als, and there is some money allotted for hotel
rooms. There is not enough money for each
player to have his or her own room, however.
The amount of money a club receives de-
pends largely on how many members are in the
club and how active they are. Marksmanship,
crew and OAR have the most members, each
boasting over 35. Activity also plays a part
- some clubsare moreactive than others, as far
as playing matches or games are concerned.
Ross is also in charge of ensuring that all
funds are spent correctly. He does this by sign-
ing offon expenses. Ifhe does not sign off, then
the school will not give a club the funds they
ask for when submitting their Budget Request
form at the end ofMay.
Teams decide what they would like to put
money towards.
The men's ice hockey team elected to have
the school pay the league fees.
This year the crew club allocated
a lot ofmoney for advertisements,
especially inThe Spectator, in order
to bring in new members.
Participants must fundraise for
equipment that the school will not
pay for. The men's rugby team
fiindraised for team bags. Though
they requested money from the
school originally, the school would
not paybecause they were not nec-
essary for competition.
"Students have done carwashes,
and students have sold t-shirts and
calendars," said Ross. Ross prefers
students to raise money through
Contemporary Service Corpora-
tion (CSC), a crowd management
organization founded in Southern
California nearly 40 years ago. CSC
has spread itselfacross the countiy,
providing what they describe as
"peer security" to a range ofevents
in Seattle.
CSC allows students toworkat majorevents,
such as football games atQwest Field orHusky
Stadium. Ateam can raise $300 to $500 or more
a game, depending on how many participate.
"It's easy to do, and it's just one day," said
Ross.
Last year, some students were working at
Qwest Field during the two Seahawks playoff
games.
"It was an experience they' 11 always remem-
ber," he said.
The success ofclub sports is gauged by the
level ofparticipation and interest they gener-
ate among the student population. Whether
through fundraising or through budget propos-
als, there is a certain level of commitment
required by the organizers ofsuch clubs when
looking for money.
"l don't have an unlimited







Lagging behind, two ASSU





LEARN NETWORKING NUANCES &
THE POISE THAT PAYS!
SU Annual Etiquette Dinner
Wednesday November Bth, 2006
5:30-8:00pm
Leßoux Conference Room, SU Student Center
$15 for Students (meal cards welcome)
Purchase Tickets bv Nov 2nd at:
The Career Development Center, Pavilion 110
The Albers Placement Center, Pigott 331




100. For Sale 400. Services
200. Help Wanted 500. For Rent
300. Volunteers 600. Misc.
200 500
Need Cash? Quiznos needs delivery Large, furnished room with pri-
drivers in Seattle & surrounding lo- vate bath available in Bellevue
cations. Potential to earn $10-$ 15an home. Carpeted, lots of light and
hour w/wages and tips. Call Today, privacy. On the busline. Prefer inter-
-1 (866) 743-9801. national students - either 2 females
or 2 males. No drugs or alcohol.
Help Wanted: Apply in person Safe, quiet, secure neighborhood.
Tuesdays-Thursdays only @ the Includes utilities. $595.00/month.
Broadway PetNutrition Center. Part Phone calls only please. 425-453-
time w/some study time. 6131 or 617-797-4012.
~
PANIC ATTACKS?Advertising with
TuF PFrT4TDR Do you experience sudden panic1 tIL Ol L/lv attacks, intense fear, racing heart,
chest pain, etc.? Not taking anti-
depressants? Qualifiedresearch
We offer competitive subjects, 18+ can receive free treat-
pricing and serve over ment and compensation for
7,000 students and 1,000 participating in our
faculty on the SU campus University of Washington brain
imaging research.
Contact DJ Weidner to place n ~
AN AD OR FOR more information Call Mane D°msalla at (206)616-6801
adinfo@seattleu.edu. or email at: domsalla@u.washington.edu
Monday, November 6, 2006
Suite 200, 3rd Floor, Fellows Hall ■ Seattle, WA 98122
Please arrive 30-60 minutes before the audition time to register
HEY SEATTLE U.
You asked for it,
ONLINE
ORDERING! k,
ok, so noone really asked,
but you got it anyway!
www.caphillpitapit.com
- open 'til midnight!1 (3am Thurs-Sat)
- delivers! delivers! delivers!
- good AND healthy!
1513 Broadway . 206 302 7070
(next to Atlas clothing)
Travel and Teach English!
"'"Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
Free Information Session! Oct. 25, 2006. 7 p.m.— 8 p.m. at S-TESL
- Intensive classes begin Oct. 16,Nov. 16, and Jan. 8 BBWWB if "
- Online and evening classes on a quarterly schedule
- Earn credits from Seattle University
- Credits may apply to Master's Programs
- Applies to ESL Endorsement IjfijflflPsH
"If youare interested in teaching ESL in the US orabroad, this is Pi 9eSjE5i25S
theprogram for you! Allof the class instruction wasrelevant and pdflk A'
reallyprepared me to be an effective teacher." H
-From Nathan, a recent graduate 1
School of Teaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College ofEducation)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103
206.781.8607 | www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com | STESLinfo@seattleu.edu
Seattle U. Academic Salons is pleased to host two events as part of
The Path of the Spirit: Indigenous Rights, Intercultural Dialogueand
A Collaborative Response to Preserve Diversity.
SMOKE SIGNALS
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th IMllli
Reception ■ Paccar Atrium ■ 6:3opm CHf
Film • Pigott Auditorium • 7:oopm
Based on Sherman Alexie's novel and directed by Chris Eyre, this film
is the story of two Indian boys on a journey. "Smoke Signals" won
top awards at the Sundance Film Festival, Independent Spirit Awards,
First Americans in the Arts, the Tokyo International Film Festival,
National Board of Review and the American Indian Film Festival.
Discussion with Dr. Richard Young, Professor of History.
PATH OF THE SPIRIT: LA PENA
INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE, CULTURE & ARTSjM^
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27th ill
Reception ■ Paccar Atrium-s:oopm w||S||r
Preformances • Pigott Auditorium • 6:oopm
In partnership with the Experience Music Project, this evening will
feature dramatic arts, dance, and music in special celebration
known as "La Pefia." Performers include Larry Merculieff (Aleut),
Floyd Red Crow (Lakota), Larry Campbell (Swinomish), the Adefua
African Music & Dance Company, Angaangaq (Eskimo-Kalaallit),
Liam O'Maonlai (of Hothouse Flowers), andYungchen Lhamo (Tibet).
*taPena Tickets
Students, Faculty & Staff: $s"°. Avalibleat the Student Center.




The Spectator staff cordially invitesyou to
experience YLalloween withplenty of all-age
events and over 21 parties that will rattle
your bones. First, let us spookyour senses
with whispered tales from the dead andlocalplaces of other-worldly unrest. Then,peruse the localBroadway boutiques to dress
divinelyfor the occasion whileyou nibble on
some delectable holiday goodies. Just make
sureyou keep your stomachfor a review on
theBodies Exhibit. Be safe this Ylalloween,dress warmly and do not eat unwrapped
candy given toyou by strangers.
newcombt@seattleu. edu
eattle's history is full of hauntings, Halloween mischief and chilling crimes. Here is some local, state, and
£ 7 national trivia related to Halloween, infamous hoaxes and more.
Halloween murders are not uncommon. Washington has its own share of gory Halloween history:
In 1926, a Kirkland resident, 14-year old Letitia Whitehall, was raped and then strangled to death on
Halloween eve. Several days previously, Whitehall had asked to be armed with a handgun. The investigation
following her murder was harrowed by incompetence, national media attention, and false leads. Tom
Hitzroth, a technical specialist with the State Department of Licensing, spent nearly a decade investigating the case, during and
after the late 1990'5. His theory is that Whitehall was raped by a man whose unwanted attentions she had been trying to fend off
for some time, and then murdered by her father in a fit of rage later in the same night. This murder, however, remains unsolved.
In 1988, an Olympia man, JohnWoolsey Barnard, fatally shot his father with a crossbow on Halloween. The man was a patient at
Western State Hospital, and was nearly released by accident in August 2000.
On the Halloween of 1989, coin shop owner Daniel McCleary was brutally stabbed to death in his Shoreline store. The
murderer, who had no apparent motivation and no criminal record, was sentenced to 26 years in prison. A man working in an
office across the street claimed to have witnessed the entire event.
any of the victims of violent crimes seem to like to stay in Seattle, post-mortem. Many buildings in
Ml I ■ Seatde are well-known as haunted.
■ The Grand Army of the Republic Cemetery on Howe Street, a cemetery dedicated to Civil War veterans
I H| ■ who came to Seatde after the War, is supposedly haunted. People have claimed to see men walking
H around in war uniforms.
The Seatde Central Community College's South Annex is reportedly the site of a suicide many years
ago, and many students claim that there is an eerie presence. Objects have been known to relocate themselves and books often
fall off of shelves.
Harvard Exit Theatre, just past the end of Broadway, has a beautiful female apparition who wanders the hallways.
The Capitol Hill Methodist Church is reportedly haunted by the former Rev. Daniel Bagley and his wife Susannah, who lived in
the Seatde area at the end of the 19th century.
Many sources claim that both the fourth and eleventh floors of Campion hall at Seatde University are haunted. Campion Hall
itself is thought to be a very haunted building.
The Lynn Collegium, which is a gathering place for freshman and sophomore commuter students on campus, was a morgue at
one point. Many claim to have felt an eerie presence there, or seen strange apparitions.
While Seatde does have many haunted buildings, the infamous "Rose Red Mansion" is probably not haunted. Many Seatde
residents believed that Stephen King's television series, "The Diary of Ellen Rimbauer, My Life at Rose Red" was based upon a
real hauntedSeatde mansion. The series was filmed at a mansion known as the Thornewood Casde, which is a high-class inn in
Lakewood. There is no evidence that the Thornewood Casde is haunted.
M ■ n January of 1942, a United States Army Barrage balloon accidentally caused a massive Seatde blackout. This
B occurred at the same time as a planned radio silence and test of the Queen Anne air raid siren. Many citizens
H thought that the city was under air-raid attack.
Wln June 1947, two residents of Tacoma reported they had recovered pieces of a flying saucer near Maury Island
in Puget Sound, which a mysterious man had later attempted to take from them. The story was later found to be a
hoax.
In 1947, near Roswell, New Mexico, a weather balloon reportedly crashed. Many UFO enthusiasts claim that the Roswell weather
balloon was actually a crashed alien spaceship. This event has led to much speculation, and the true nature of Roswell is still
debated today.
"I don't think we will choose anything like this again." Orson Welles, 1938, Speaking of his radio broadcast of War of the Worlds.
The radio broadcast of War of the Worlds on Halloween eve of 1938 caused mass panic across the United States. The dialogue
portrayed an alien invasion occurring in New Jersey, and many citizens thought that the event was actually occurring.




Any type of ice cream
Take the orange and slice the top off
so you can get inside. Then, scoop
the orange out like scooping out the
inside of a pumpkin. Carve a face if
youlike so thatit looks like a pumpkin,
but not deep enough to cut all theway
through.
Take the ice cream and fill it to the
top. My favorite's vanilla ice cream
because it picks up the orange taste
the best.








Mix the sprite (spirit) and fruit juice
(blood) in a big punch bowl (THE
SKULL). Add in the grapes (EYE
BALLS!!) and finally the dry ice
(Potion). Once the icegets going,blow
on it for the full effect.
George Bayuga, freshman international
studies and history major
Crunfc Sfi rre Juice
Mix together:
TollHouse Farms Green Goodness
Juice
Lime Juice
Orange Juice (if you like, for flavor)
Mix them together, and it creates a
slimy, yet delicious green juice!
*Add Tequila (But only if you are over
21 years of age!)
Lauren Padgett, junior journalism
major




Each year since the fall of 2002, Seattle's
Open Circle Theater have brought to life
— just in time for the Halloween season
— three tales of terror from the late horror
master Howard Phillips Lovecraft. The per-
formance is back for the 2006 season, and
though a sharp departure from last year's trio
in terms of content and style, they continue
to fill the media void that fans of the early
twentieth century writer are accustomed to
for the rest of the calendar year.
Last year for theirLovecraft performance
— dubbed "Arkham" in reference to the fake
Massachusetts city the author set much of
his New England-themed horror in - Open
Space selected three especially grand tales
to chronicle (specifically the epic "Shadow
Over Innsmouth," a piece with a storyline
that could make a terrifying big-budget
screenplay) and managed to compact them
into a small theater with a troupe of onlynine
performers. Though led by the same actors,
each individual took on multiple roles, and
stories unraveled in a linear fashion - when
one ended, the next began.
Gone this season is the linearprogression,
the exploding bodyparts and faceless beasts,
as well as - thankfully - the continued theme
of female protagonists that dominated last
year's performance, a stark difference from
Lovecraft's generally male-dominated sto-
rylines.
This year's play, "The Colour Out of
Space," marked a departure from directorial
techniques of the past,and seemed to appeal
less towards the die-hard Lovecraft fans in
the audience. The three stories included were:
"The Colour Out of Space," about a farming
family ripped apart by the effects of a mys-
terious meteorite lodged in the ground near
their home; "The Thing on the Doorstep,"
of a man mentally consumed - literally — by
his supposed wife; and "Strange Magicks,"
an original piece for this production which
details magician "The Astounding Hotep"
and his exploration into the forbidden texts
of ancient worlds.
It is alarming that, despite hundreds of
published works available for Open Circle
to consider adapting, they felt the need to
create their own. "Strange Magicks," while
significantly shorter than theother segments,
also felt like it didn't exist for any other
reason than to help the two other storylines
flow better.
It isn'ta bad story, but whenfliers advertise
the performance as "three spine-tingling
tales from the master of the macabre," that
is what attendees will expect — not two from
the master and one from someone who likes
his style.
Neither of the actual Lovecraft stories are
among his finest; even so, the actors who
took on each role — especially Beth Peterson
as Nabby Gardener from the tide tale— filled
them with energy and a mixture of brood-
ing tension and suspense. While last year's
stories were generally horrifying, this year
was more psychologically stimulating and
kept the twenty audience members seated
throughout the small theater all but silent
on a recent Friday night.
A stylistic technique the play the took on
this year was tying each story together by a "
shared common theme - a ring, frigid to the
touch, made from the broken fragments of "
the meteor from "The Colour Out of Space"
— that continued throughout time, providing
links between characters that the audience
would have otherwise overlooked.
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/ for a gothic
Halloween costume
will be happy with
the selection that the
tainstore is selling this
angel attire, dominatrix
astumes, nd vinyl
ses are typical finds at
>icstore, including the
oadway and E Harrison
n find also corsets,
:lryand flashy footwear to add to accent costumes.
:arriesfar less men's costumes. While they can put together a pirate or ninja costume,ew ntire men's costumes available. They do carry many masks and other accessories for
) want to look an especially
on Halloween.
deals can be found at Hot
c right now. All of their
;tumesare 50 percent off and
lany pairs of shoes are 25
percentoff.
Metro Clothing Companyy231 Broadway E.
\ Seattle, WA 98102
/(206) 726-7978
For ladies looking for a
lore scandalous costume,
;troClothing Company is a great place to shop. The store has a wide variety of adult
ien'scostumes, though they tend to cost about $5 to $10 more than the same costumes at
tores.
students shopping for corsets, fishnets, petticoats, boots and other more "adult" costume
accessories, Metro has excellent
variety if you're willing to dish
out the dollars.
Metro also boasts a large variety
of men's costumes that are






If you're hosting your own Halloween party or just want to
iecorateyour place, you had better head downtown to Champion
irty Supplies. Champion has a wide selection of costumes,
decorations and of course, party supplies.
npionhas a large selection of both men and women's costumes
dard pricing. They also carry fantastic costume accessories
g someelaborate hats and humorous masks.
n offers a money saving alternative by renting out costumes,
igthat costumes are rarely reused, this is an excellent option for
:ntson a budget. x
;,table wear, giant spiders and party favors, Champion is a great
dy for your own Halloween bash.
Haveyou been spendingyour days dreaming of that
perfect Halloween costume to impressyourfriends
with lately? Not sure where to start looking? Well
luckily, Capitol Hill is a hot spotfor Halloween
costumes. Here are afewplacesyou should make
sure to check out so thatyou can lookyour bestfor
all the Halloweenfestivities.
Rose Egge









If you're only going to make one stop for a Halloween
costume, make it Red Light. The vintage clothing store
carries a larger variety and quantity of costumes and
accessories than anywhere else on Broadway. They carry
costumes all year round and save those that haven't sold in
years past. You can expect that they will still have plenty of
costumes in stock in a variety of sizes close to Halloween
If you are looking for a more risque costume, Red Light
carries most of the 'Leg Avenue' line and other sexier
costume brands. Whether it's a revealing police officer,
school girl, or little red riding hood costume your looking for, you'll find























good quality it is
definitely worth
visiting.
If you want to save
money but still dress
up and get ready for
Halloween, Value
Village is the place
to go.
Value Village carries
both new and used
costumes at a very
reasonable price,
mosdy around $10 to $15. They also have many new accessories, ranging from angel wings to cheer
■ v ' ' 'pom-poms.
With a wide selection of used clothing, Value Village is also a great place to find costume pieces if
you are putting a costume together yourself or just looking for something retro.
Value Village is also a great place to get Halloween decorations and party supplies for much less
than almost anywhere else.
Exhibition shows the beauty of our insides
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edit
In an upscale building near the corner of
Pike Street and Eight Avenue you will find a
series of rooms that at first glance may look
like the lair of a mad scientist: piles ofhuman
skin, bodies with certain organsremoved and
underdeveloped fetuses locked inside small
jars dot the brightly lit walls of 800 Pike St.,
signs of ended human existence on display
for the masses to observe.
Not only to observe, but also to learnfrom,
which is half of what "Bodies: The Exhibi-
tion" is all about: education. Housed in a
brand new 30,000 square foot facility owned
by the Washington State Convention Center,
"Bodies" is one of the most ambitious scien-
tific displays the world has ever seen.
Under the bright lights is where the dead
come alive. The "whole body specimens"
that highlight theexhibit are the closest many
people have ever been to an actual corpse.
Kept in tact through a process that can take
up to ayear, called polymer preservation, the
specimens are dissected in whatever fashion
scientists wish, then drained ofwater (which
is replaced with acetone). After being placed
in a liquid silicon mixture inside a vacuum
chamber, the acetone is soon replaced by the
silicon polymer. Once it hardens the body's
organs have the same texture as rubber.
The result is a real life human corpse - 21
of them, in fact - left in various poses that
highlight the functions of different organs.
Many are athletic - one man, positioned as
if he were lunging forward, grasps a rugby
ball; another is on his heels in the final sec-
onds before making a calculated basketball
shot. Others are more artistic - one conducts
a phantom orchestra; another sits deep in
contemplation, like Atlas himself.
Though some of this feels awkward, es-
pecially upon entering the first room (that
highlights skeletal systems), the feeling is
soon overpowered by the growing urge of
curiosity. Even as the specimens begin get-
ting stranger.
In the muscular system room, for example,
an exhibit entitled "The Skeleton and It's
Muscles" shows two systems























hibit on a recent m
Friday. The
mop-haired boy was comment- •ww-
ing on the exhibit he was currently
facing, called "Muscle Attachments & Layer-
ing," thatshowed a blue eyed corpsewith the
muscles from its arms and legs peeled away
from the body. Hjortshoej paused to stare
at the exhibit, and then continued. "It looks
like he's in the middle of transforming into
something."
Such reactions are not uncommon at the
exhibit, where dialogue is rarely exchanged
above a whisper and a mellow ambience,
further heightened by the strange tones of
purple and green coating the walls, generates
from the light thatbathes bodies.
Some are simply shocked at what their
body contains - and what they are hurting
when they use drugs or abandon a healthy
lifestyle. Various cases contain organs that
have suffered from illnesses like cancer
as well as from health vices like excessive
alcohol use.
le of the most prolific of these - and the
one that had a few small crowdschatting
excitedly around it - was the exhibit of
blackened lungs. In a nearby case was
a set ofhealthy lungs, as well as one
that had contained Tuberculosis.
I Even the TB lungs couldn't
|l match up to the dark black that
M had belonged to a cigarette
smoker. One pack of cigarettes
takes two hours and twenty min-
| utes off of your lives, says a
sign near the exhibit. The effects
were noticeable: to the left of the
black lungs was a box for deposit-
ing cigarettes, already filled with
two dozen packages from various
manufacturers.
The full-size bodies may be get-
ting the most press, but by no means
are they the only offerings of the ex-
hibition. There are also more than 250
partial organs on display.
In the darkened circulatory room, inter-
nal organs are displayed with bright liquids
coating their small veins.
The process utilized here is called "cor-
rosion casting": vessels are injected with a
colored polymer. It hardens, allowing scien-
tists to remove the rest of the organs while
leaving vessels intact.
Colored human hearts line the walls. A
piece containing the arteries and veins of the
upper limb is a complex web ofred and blue
strings. "Blood Vessels ofThe Body" shows a
full corpse, dissected so that it shows vessels
as they flow throughout a person.
Another dark area is theFetal Development
room, which provides a precautionary sign
before entering and allows easily-offended
attendees to bypass through a special door.
But had a lot of people been skipping this
room, where fetuses in their various stages
of development are injected with a calcium-
binding red dye, stripped of their internal
organs and jarred?
"No, I don't think so," said Wanda Levien,
a retired biology schoolteacher from Bellevue
in a white lab coat who was volunteering as
a roving information booth. It's about our
origins, she says, and nobody wants to skip
something so informative. "Everybody can
relate to it."
Such is the importance of "Bodies: The
Exhibition." Everybody can relate to it,
because it relates to everybody. The creators
had no ulterior motives with this exhibit. The
people whose bodies are included weren't
killed specifically for it (in reality, the corpses
contained within the exhibit all died ofnatural
causes, and were preserved by the Dalian
Medical University PlastinationLaboratories
in China).
Notvoyeuristic, not gross orunnatural, this
exhibit shows the human body in its realest
form. "Bodies: The Exhibition" is sure to
leave a lasting impression in the minds of
those who see it. Teachers looking to give
their students a more entertaining lecture,
parents trying to convince their kids why
the body needs to be cared for, or those just
curious about howthe selfoperates wouldall
benefit from a visit. Biology education has
reached new highs, and it's all at a nonde-
script building in downtown Seattle.
"Bodies: TheExhibition "runs through the
end ofDecember at 800 Pike St. Tickets are
$24.50f0r adults, $19 for seniorsand$16for
children. There is also an audio tour avail-
ablefor $5. It is open Monday-Thursday 9
a.m.-7p.m. andFriday-Sunday 9a.m.-9 p.m.
Tickets are available at www.bodiestickets.
com or by calling 877-BODIES-5.
Your body is a temple: decorate it as you wish
Sean Towey
toweys@seattleu. edu
So, you've decided to scar yourselffor life.
You've been away from home for a while
now, you're pretty sure your parents won't
cut you out of the family will, and you have
a lot ofnew, alternative music loving friends.
A tattoo is just the next logical step.
You're in luck my friend: Seattle Universi-
ty is surroundedby critically acclaimed tattoo
shops with well-knownartists inking away in
their depths. If it involves a needleand skin,
it can be done on or around Capitol Hill.
Apocalypse Tattoo, located justdown the
hill from Broadway near Denny Street, is
where popular local artist Ben Moss works.
Slave to the Needle out in Ballard, selected
as the best tattoo shop in Seattle by Seattle
Weekly, is the home of Aaron Bell, another
local tattoo big wig. On Broadway is the
Laughing Buddha, home of George Long.
Closest to Seattle University is Super Ge-
nius, located on Pike Street in between 12th
Avenue and Broadway. All of these shops
have good reputations for cleanliness and
professionalism.
Ifyou know that you want a tattoo but you
don't know what to get, go to tattoo shops in
the area and look at their "flash" work - the
pictures on the wall. If something jumps out
from the rest, have an artist make a copy
and take it home with you. The artist can
personalize the work, or if it is exactly what
you wanted, they will be happy to put it on
immediately.
"It's the customer's job to come up with
the idea," says BryanRogers ofSuper Genius
Tattoo. "We can elaborate and make sug-
gestions, but it's the customer's job to know
what they want."
Tattoo shops accept printed images off the
Internet, sketches, pretty muchanything. The
artist will work with the image until it meets
all thecustomer's requirements. This can take
several tries. Do not afraid to be demanding,
whatever the artist comes up with will be on
your body for the rest of your life.
Choosing the right artist is the next step.
Looking through a portfolio is thebest way to
get a feel for how an artist works. However,
one must look for the right stuff.
"You want to look at their gray shade," says
Desarae Gray, an artist at Supernova Tattoo
in Tacoma, Washington. "Look at their lines
and their transitions from black to color. You
want an idea of their technique."
How an artist does their work also plays
an important role.
"You want to look for a style that is close
to the style you want," says GeorgeLong of
the Laughing Buddha. "Don't necessarily
look for the same subject matter."
After picking a piece of artwork and an
artist, set up a consultation. You and the artist
will talk about the work, how big it should
be, the coloring, and where on the body the
piece is going. If all goes well, you will set
up an appointment for the final inking.
As college students, price is of course an
issue. The more established the artist and the
shop, the more expensive the work is going
to be. Tattoos can cost anywhere from $50
to over $300, depending on the piece. The
more detailed, colorful and large the piece is,
the more it will end up costing. Along with
the price of the tattoo, a customer should tip
the artist between twenty-five and thirtyper-
cent. Though this may seem pricey, the artist
makes almost all of theirmoney off of tips.
Generally, tattoo artists will not tattoo
names ofgirlfriends, boyfriends, or spouses,
in the off-chance that a separation occurs.
The divorce rate in the United States is over
50 percent.
Also, most tattoo artists will not tattoo
someone who is intoxicated for obvious
reasons.
Some artists, including Gray, advise sitting
on an idea. One strategy is to print off the art
work and post it somewhere visible on a daily
basis. If it still looks good after a couple of
months, thenput it on your body.
Here is another piece ofadvice; if a tattoo
is the only thing you regret in ten years, then
your life has been a great success. Be cau-
tious, but not overly so.
After all, it's only going to be therefor the
rest of your life.
If after the tattoo, you decide you want to
go one step further, go ahead with scarifica-
tion.
Scarification has existed for thousands of
years. Branding cows is a form of scarifica-
tion, and is not dissimilar from the practice
today.
The idea behind it is that the body's own
healing mechanism develops a cool looking
scar around the burn. Martini glasses, crosses,
and skulls are all popular scars to receive.
The most common way of scarification is
basically branding, getting strips of metal
very hot and laying themon theskin. It can be
done the opposite way, getting the metal very
cold, or it can be donewith a laser. Generally,
it takes several burns for theright finish. For
example, if someone wanted the letter "A"
scarred
on, it would take three separated burns with
three separate pieces of metal.
No matter how many macho men show
the scars they did to each other in their high
school locker rooms, do not do it yourself.
If not done correctly, deadly infections can
happen, along with a nice, long stay in a
hospital.
However, finding an artist to perform
scarification is not always easy. There are two
well-known artists in the area, one working
at the Laughing Buddha and one working at
Slave to the Needle.
Designs are generally very simple, because
much of the intricacy can be lost due to the
way the body heals.
Many parents strictly forbid tattoos, but
most do not know about the current scarifica-
tion fad. They can't cutyou out ofthe will for
a scar, because it is not a tattoo. And ifthey do
get angry, say you fell on yourradiator, and it
just happens to be shaped like a dove.
JoeyAnchondo / The Spectator
Rebekka Palmer / The Spectator
RedhawkSports Upcoming Redhawk sporting eventsWed. Oct. 25, 3 p.m. Women's soccer vs. WesternWashington University at Championship FieldSat. Oct. 28,11 a.m. Women's soccer vs. SeattlePacific University at Championship FieldSat. Oct. 28, 2 p.m. Men's soccer vs. Seattle PacificUniversity at Championship Field I
Sat. Oct. 28,7 p.m. Women's volleyball vs.
! Northwest Nazerene University at Connolly Center !
Women's basketball: so close they're like family
Nick McCarvel
mccarvel@seattleu. edu
Last Saturday at the Connolly Center, the
Seattle University women's basketball team
broke out of their offensive drills and split up
intopairs, scattering throughout the hardwood
to six different hoops.
They were instructed to make
ten free throws each, and then hit
the weight room.
Each pair took their spot at
theirrespective hoops and began
their free throw quest: bending at
theknee, following through with
the wrist.
Amidst the balls bouncing,
high-fives and congratulations,
the gym went silent for one long
second. Each woman tooktheball
in her palm and let it fly to the
basket. Without meaning to, six
shots, all at the same time, went
through the hoop.
Perfect harmony.
The team didn't seem to notice,
nor did their coaches or assistants.
They went on making their free
throws before huddling in the
middle of the court for one final
pep talk from Dan Kriley, head
women's basketball coach.
As Kriley wrapped up his
speech, the team brought their hands into the
middle, resting on one another from exhaus-
tion. "Family on three," Kriley instructed.
One, two, three... "Family!" They all yelled,
breaking the huddle.
Perfect harmony, again.
There's something special about the 2006-
2007 Redhawk women's basketball team: they
consider themselves family.
They yell at each other with encourage-
ment. The veteran players give advice to the
rookies.
They even have a pair oftwins; name twins,
thatis. Twoplayers namedAshley Brown. And
they do things in harmony, perfect harmony.
"This is the best cohesive unit that I've seen
in 19 years of coaching," said Kriley. "They
encourage each other and coach themselves."
There's goodreason forall the family chatter
on the SU hardwood this year. The Redhawks
are picked fourth in the GNAC pre-season poll
following a 14-12 campaign last year. They
return eight players from last year's squad and
boast two freshmen whosehigh school careers
were commended by The Seattle Times.
On topofthat, they have three solid transfers
that could help transform SU into a playoff-
worthy team.
Returning this year are seniors Ashley
Brown, Danica Dougherty, Ashley Payne,
Laura Jones and Carly Fromdahl along with
juniors Jackie Thomas, Laina Sobczak and
Kamrica Ary-Turner.
Transfers includeTaryn Kellogg from Weber
State University, Emilee Eisinger from North-
west University andQuinn Brewe from Seattle
Pacific University.
The freshmenduo is that ofCassidy Murillo
and Ashley Brown—number two, or as the
coaches call her, "Freshman Brown."
Brown comes from Inglemoor
High School where she averaged
16 points per game her senior
season.
"Ashley [M. Brown] is a flat-out
scorer that can hit from anywhere
on the court," said Kriley.
Murillo, meanwhile, comes from
Yakima following a 1,300 point
high school career.
"Cassidy [Murillo] is very fun-
damentally sound and will be a
huge asset for us at the one and two
guard positions," said Kriley.
Like any family, the Redhawks
will rely mostly on their elders to
lead the way as the season starts.
Thomas and "Senior Brown"
will do much of the ball han-
dling up top for Kriley, hoping to
feed pure scorers like "Freshman
Brown," Sobczak, Fromdahl and
Payne.
"The returners understand that
offense was ourweakness last year,
and they've worked incredibly
hard over the off season," said Kriley. "We
now have several players who can put a lot of
points on the board."
Payne is one of those players. The senior
is known for her three-point shooting ability
and with the improved skills of the guards, the
team will be able to findmore open opportuni-
ties to rack up the field goals.
While Seattle has worked hard over the off-
season to improve their offensive ability, they
also boast one of the nation's best defenses
- sixth last year in the country and first in the
conference for team defense.
"Ourfoundation of theprogram is our man-
to-man defense," said Kriley.
Along with the rest of the family, Jones,
seniorwing, is expected to make a huge impact
on the defensive effort this season.
"We want to be the best on defense, that's
whereI live and die," said Jones. "As a senior,
I'd be real proud to go out and know that we
were a top notch defensive team."
Things like that are not as easily done as
they are said, especially when unexpected
problems arise. This particular Seattle family,
like any other, is not without its problems.
There are currently three issues on the mind
ofKriley: Ary-Turner'sknee, Brewe's foot and
a pulled groin for Kellogg.
"The old saying is, 'injuries, attitudes and
grades can kill a team,'" saidKriley. "But with
our returners, we'll live through this one."
The Redhawks get their first test next
Wednesday at Connolly Center, as they host
the Australian Institute of Sport, an Olympic
development team out ofSydney, a hotbed for
women's basketball training.
The game is expected to be one of the
toughest games of the season for SU, one of
nearly 30 contests on the schedule for Kriley
and his crew.
SU plays ten games prior to Christmas
break, including a tournament which is
scheduled for the first week in December at
Connolly Center.
Following Christmas, the Redhawks are
slated to play the University of North Da-
kota, the No. 1 ranked Division II team in
the country, before diving into two months of
conference play.
When the regular season comes to a close,
Kriley would like to see his team on the way
to the play-offs, playing the way they've
practiced over the past eight weeks: in perfect
harmony.
"We sure didn't pad our schedule this year,
we've got a tough one," said Kriley. "We look
forward to the student body coming out and
supporting us."
Jackie Canchola / The Spectator
Seniors Danica Dougherty (left) andLaura Jones (right) stretch in
the locker room after apre-season practice.
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WE SEE A FUTURE IN IT FORYOU
Why, what do you see?
A career in clinical psychology and a doctoral degree
from George Fox University.
Caring mentoring, Christian worldview, national accreditation,
and located in the beautiful Northwest.
George Fox call 800-631-0921
university psyd.georgefox.edu
E Learn toFind Paid Work Abroad■Seattle800-985-6864 The Steven Klein Companywww.stevenklein.comNot ready for the LSAT?We are the Steven Klein Com-pany, LSAT Specialists. After18 years and 4,500 students,there probably isn't anyone whoknows more about this test orhow to teach it than we do. Thatis why Steven still teaches allhis own classes. That is whyyou should call us. Our nineweek course features 36 hoursof class time with weeklyhelpsessions, seven mock exams andassistance with the applicationprocess for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question - let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915






a score 81-70. Left, Sam
Kirby looks to drivepast
Seattle University Alum
Steve Roberts. Kirby
finished the game with 11
points andfive assists, in
30 minutes ofplay. Every
member ofthe team saw
playing time, including
five truefreshmen, who
scored a combined 3 7
points.
Nicholas Lollini / The Spectator
Women's soccer shows no mercy
Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattleu.edu
The Seattle University women's soccer
team fiercely attacked the goal in their deci-
sive 6-1 win over Northwest Nazarene last
Thursday
The team then continued their current win
streak, which stands ata school record setting
12 wins, with a decisive shutout in Arizona
this past weekend against GrandCanyon Uni-
versity. The Redhawks(14-1-2,7-0-1 GNAC)
now standpoised to win their first GNAC title
since 2001.The team, which plays its final two
regular season games at Championship field
against Western Washington University and
Seattle Pacific University,needs one victory to
ensure itselfa conference championship.
"We have been successful this season be-
cause we have been able to take each game,
one game at a time," said CaptainAna Gutier-
rez, senior defender. "We don't focus on the
ref's or on the other team; we focus on the
things that we do well."
Last Thursday when the Redhawks hosted
Northwest Nazarene at Championship field.
The game was dominated by the Seattle of-
fensive unit. Despite multiple chances against
Northwest Nazarene's goalieAmanda Merrell,
the game remained tied at zero until late in
the first half.
The Redhawks finally got on the board in
the 36thminute offa cornerkick from the left
side. The kick was played to Madison Col-
lins, sophomore defender, who attempted a
head shot into the lower left corner, however,
Northwest Nazarene's Merrell was in perfect
position to deflect and block the initial at-
tempt. The deflection, however, rebounded to
Seattle's Jamie Coe, freshman forward, who
easily put a shot past Merrell.
Three minutes later, the Redhawks found
themselves once again in an attacking posi-
tion, as Ashley Porter, junior midfielder, lined
up anothercorner kick to Collins, who sent her
second head shot attempt past Merrell, giving
Seattle a 2-0 lead.
Coming out of the half, Kahlyn Keilty-Lu-
cas, sophomore midfielder stripped the ball
from the Crusaders, and took a shot from five
yards out, yielding a 3-0 Redhawk's lead.
Northwest Nazarene began to show signs
of resurgence, as they rocketed a shot off
a penalty kick, just out of reach of Seattle
University's Kaitlyn Jackson, junior goalie.
However, after that attack, the game would
once again be dominated by Seattle.
"That was a team game; everyone had a
huge part in that game," saidKeilty-Lucas.
The Redhawks racked up three more goals
before it was all over. Gutierrezsent another
head shot past Merrell, while Megan Price,
sophomore midfielder, and Claire Dellegrotti,
sophomore midfielderalso added to the Red-
hawks effort.
"With our team it [the team effort] starts
with defense, and that carries over to the
offense; we all feed off of each other," said
captain Cassy Smith, senior forward.
In their next game, the Redhawks took on
non-conference opponent Grand CanyonUni-
versity on Saturdaynight, inArizona. Seattle's
Jackson picked up her seventh shutout of the
season, as the Redhawks beat Grand Canyon
3-0.
In theirSaturday match, the Redhawks were
able to come out to an early lead, as Leah
Wymer, junior forward, scoredher eighthgoal
of the season, on a shot blasted from the left
side of the box. Minutes later, Smith dribbled
around the Antelope defense, and scored.
The game remained 2-0 until late in the
second half, as Collins sent her second goal
offof a head shot in two games, to the back
of the net.
This year the Redhawks have racked up a
totalof 14 wins while losing only one match,
and tying two, Smith attributes the team's suc-
cess to outstanding team chemistry, as well as
a passion and pride that has not been present
in years past.
"Everyone gets along with each other,
everyone wants it, everyone is out there for
everyone else," said Smith.
This week, the Redhawks finish their
regular season with games against Western
Washington on Thursday and rival Seattle
Pacific on Saturday. The team needs just one
win to clinch the conference title.
"It really doesn't matter who we play, we
go out there with the same mentality and with






The Seattle University women's volley-
ball team went 1-1 on the road last week,
beating the University ofAlaska-Anchor-
age in a five game match, but succumbing
to a powerful team effortby the University
ofAlaska-Fairbanks Saturday.
Libby Graff, sophomore outside hitter,
and Lauren Campbell, freshman middle
blocker, set career high kill totals during
Thursday's game.
The 3-2 match went back and forth all
night. Graffand Campbell's performances
were imperative because the Redhawks
were missing offensive guru Nikole
Thompson, junior outside hitter, due to
an injury.
With all statistics counted, Grafffinished
with 19 kills, ten digs and six total blocks.
Campbell stayed close behind with 13
kills, five digs and four totalblocks. Marisa
Vierra, senior setter, closed the night with
51 assists, while Donnelle Nicaise, junior
defensive specialist, put up 14 digs.
Saturday did not prove as successful for
Seattle. At the end of the night, the Red-
hawks could not pull off an Alaska sweep
as the Nanooks had four players reach
double digit kills in the 3-1, Seattle loss.
"Everyday we have to wake up ready
to play," said Shannon Ellis, head coach.
"Against [Alaska-] Fairbanks we didn'tput
our best foot forward."
Although the Redhawks werenot victori-
ous, a big success of the night came with
Melissa Mulick, senior libero, who broke
Maggie Safranski's 2004 school record for
most digs in a season, 532.
"The libero is a new position, so a lot of
people are breaking records in that posi-
tion," said Mulick. "It felt good to get to a
milestone in my career."
Mulick ended the week with 553 career
digs to set the record and Vierra ended
the night with 44 assists, 13 digs and four
aces.
"I was very happy for Mel [Mulick],"
said Ellis. "She didn't break that record by
chance, she works very hard."
Seattle University (14-9, 5-7 GNAC)
will travel to St. Martin's University in
Olympia before returning to the Con-
nolly Center to face Northwest Nazarene
University.
Swim teams build on split meet, lose to Simon Fraser
Megan Peter
pete 1193@seattleu.edu
Seattle University's swim teams battled
through a close loss to Simon Fraser Univer-
sity last Saturday at their first home meet.
While it was a three-way meet between
Seattle University, Simon Fraser andLinfield
College,Linfield's men's and women's teams
both lost by a huge point difference to both
schools.
"I was pleased with the meet but it is also
reflective of the amount ofwork that we need
to do," said Craig Mallery, head coach.
The Seattle teams started out strong taking
first place in the first two events, the men and
women's 400 medley relay. But as the meet
continued it was apparent that it was going to
be a close match up between Simon Fraser and
Seattle University.
"We had some good individualperformanc-
es," said Mallery. "There are lots of places
that need work. But there were...some great
breakout performances."
Two of the races Seattle won were the 500
and 1000freestyle, swam by Dwight Thomp-
son, senior. Freshman Elizabeth Hanohano
also saw two wins on Saturday, in the 100
and 200 free. She was also a member of the
winning women's 400 medley team.
"I think I [did well]," said Lindsey Gall,
senior diagnostic ultrasound major. "I am
really happy with the races since it is just the
beginning of the season."
Gall, who was part of the 400 medley team
as well, also went on to place first in the 100
butterfly.
Many of the races throughout the rest of
the meet were close and it came down to the
finalraces, themen and women's 400 freestyle
relay. While Simon Fraser's women's team
beat Seattle by three seconds, it was a much
closer race for the men's team. Unfortunately,
Simon Fraser managed to pull ahead at the
last moment, winning the race by 8/1 OOths
of a second.
Along with this being the first home meet,
it was the first time the men's and women's
teams competed together, since the first meet
of the season was a women's only in Alaska.
"It's always fun [competing] together," said
Bryant Bevers, sophomore business major.
"Because you don't get to see everyone race
at practice. It is fun to cheer everyone on."
Gall agrees that competing with the men's
team adds to the liveliness surrounding the
meet.
"There's a lot more energy because it is
double the people," she said. "It is great
to have more people here. There are just
some people that get you going [and ready
to race]."
Despite the loss, the team is still confident
that many of the problems that occurred dur-
ing the meet will be resolved over time.
"There were some missed opportunities,
but that is part of the learning curve," said
Mallery. "[Since] it is early in the season, it
will provide us with a chance to focus on the
individual areas that need strengthening."
Gall echoed Mallery's sentiments.
"All meets you [have something you have
to work on], I am working with Craig on
the 50 free and trying to pull it all together
technically, but its not quite there yet," she
said. "But it will come with time."
Afterwards at the team meeting, Mallery
and the team discussed the areas that needed
to be worked not only in the pool, but out of
it as well including having more support on
deck while teammates were swimming.
"Let's not leave here feeling low, we did
well in a lot ofareas," Mallery told the team.
"I applaud your efforts."
The swim teams' next meet will be away
against UC Santa Cruz next weekend. Their
next home meet will be Nov. 3-4 against the
University ofAlaska-Fairbanks.
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Outdoor Area Recreational Club finds oasis in city
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu.edu
With a campus located in the heart of the
city, SeattleUniversity students seek the calm
and beauty of the area through the Outdoor
Area Recreational Club (OAR).
OAR offers activities that range from
hiking and rock-climbing to snowboarding
and surfing.
"We're in the Pacific Northwest. It's the
outdoor playground of the world," said Don
Ross, OAR advisor.
To explore this playground Haley Woods,
senior math major, leads weekly hikes with
fellow students at such destinations as Mount
Rainier and the Cascades.
"I love taking people out into the Cas-
cades, especially the students that aren't
from around this area," said Woods. "A lot
ofpeople enjoy that ability to get away from
the city life and I enjoy getting them away
from the city life."
Andre Taegder, junior finance major,
echoed Ross' sentiment about the area and
all it has to offer, explaining that the North-
west has opportunities for an abundance of
activities.
"The proximity to nature is great, it's all
ourbackyard," saidTaegder. "It's something
that more people should take advantage
of."
OAR is a club that enables students in-
terested in any outdoor activity to plan and
lead a trip. According to Ross, the cost of
most activities is usually covered, making
the adventures much cheaper than ifstudents
went on their own.
Although small fees apply, plenty ofdiffer-
entactivities run throughout the year, anyone
with an interest in activities such as kayaking
or surfing can easily lead an event.
The club currently hosts hiking and rock-
climbing groups,but is in need ofan increased
membership, especially those members that
will step up and lead activities.
"It's one of those clubs that it's how you
want it to be," said Woods. "It's a very loose
leadership club and it's okay like that."
Although OAR does not have set leader-
ship positions, students still have to take the
initiative when they want to go snowboarding
or hiking.
"We're only limited by the number of
people who are willing to step up and get
involved and lead trips," said Taegder.
OAR currently has 6 passes to Vertical
World inBallard, whichallows students to get
practice no matter what level rock-climber
they are so they can participate in the rock-
climbing events starting in spring.
Rock-climbing and hiking are the only
events running as of now, but in the winter
time OAR plans snowboarding, ski and
sometimes even snowshoeing trips. Ac-
cording to Woods, activities are fairly open
to new ideas.
"Ifpeople ever have activities that they'd
like to participate in it's very easy to lead an
event. We can get it to happen," said Woods.
"People just need to have ideas and come
forward with them. Anything anyone wants
to do, we can do it."
Alex Riedlinger / The Spectator
Taking in the spectacular view, OAR Club membersreap the benefits of the day s three-and-a-half-mile hike to the summit ofPoo
Poo Point, perched on the western end ofTiger Mountain. OAR Club currently hosts weekly hiking and rock-climbing groups, taking
advantage of all that thePacific Northwest has to offer.
Men's soccer battles injuries, losses
Nick McCarvel
mccai~vel@seattleu. edu
The SU men's soccer team suffered two
heart-breaking losses on theroad last week,
falling to Notre Dame De Namur University
3-2 on Thursday and Grand Canyon Univer-
sity by the same score on Saturday.
"We played well enough to win both games
last week," said Brad Agoos, head coach.
"The effort from our side has definitely been
there, but sometimes the other team comes
out a little stronger."
Against Notre Dame De Namur, Seattle
was without leading scorer Jason Cascio,
junior forward, due to a red card that he
received in the previous match with SPU,
forcing him to sit out one game.
The offense, however, churned out two
goals without Cascio, scoring in the 23rd
minute and again in the 87th. It was Pat
Thomas, senior forward, who found the
back of the net in the first half to give the
Redhawks a 1-0 lead.
Notre Dame De Namur wouldreel offthree
goals in the next 60 minutes, taking a 3-1
lead into the final five minutes of the game.
But Andrew Kreiter, sophomore forward,
sent a corner kick into the box with three
minutes remaining that found the head of
Sean Rawson. sophomore defender, to put
the game at 3-2.
Unfortunately, the Redhawks were unable
to score in the waning minutes and recorded
their sixth loss of the season.
Against Grand Canyon, Cascio was back
on the field for SU and his presence was
known early, as he notched his 13th goal of
the season in the 21st minute. Four minutes
later however, the Antelopes evened the score
at 1-1 with a goal of their own.
Grand Canyon struck in the opening
minutes of the second half to take a 2-1 lead
before Hans Esterhuizen, senior defender,
took a cornerkick from DustinAllbery, junior
midfielder, and netted the ball in the right
corner of the goal.
The two teams wouldbattle to a 2-2 draw
as time ran out in regulation.
In overtime, the Redhawks had chances
from both Cascio and Eric Forner, junior
defender, but couldn't find the goal. The
Antelopes would score the eventual game-
winner in the ninth minute of overtime, giv-
ing Grand Canyon the victory.
"It was very difficult this week without
Jason [Cascio] and Cam [Mertens]," said
Agoos. "But we had players like [Sean]
Rawson step up and get some good time.
That's encouraging."
Anotheryoung player that took advantage
ofhis playing time was Seattle goalie Jordan
Jennings, sophomore, who had four saves in
the two losses.
"We want to get back on track this week,"
said Agoos. "Injuries have been tough on us.
But ifwe take care of the ball in both boxes,
I think we can right some wrongs."
SU, now 9-7 on the season, will take on
Western Washington University tonight at 7
p.m. in Bellingham before returning for their
final home game of the season on Saturday
against cross-town rival Seattle Pacific Uni-
versity at 2 p.m. on Championship Field.
Cross country heads to regionals
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu. edu
Despite recent injuries among some
of the top runners, the Seattle University
cross country teams competed well in the
GNAC Cross Country Championships in
Lacey, Wash, last Saturday.
The nine schools that represent the
GNAC with cross country teams present
at the meet included Western Washington,
Alaska-Anchorage, Seattle Pacific, West-
ern Oregon, Central Washington, Saint
Martin's, Alaska-Fairbanks, Northwest
Nazarene and Seattle University.
Of those teams, the Seattle men's team
earned seventh place overall with a total
of 213 points, while the women's team
finished in ninth place with 252 points.
"We've had our top guy out pretty much
all season, so while we've, unfortunately,
gotten used to racing without him," said
Trish Steidl, head coach. "It would
definitely have helped our team if he had
been able to run."
Maintaining his already impressive first
collegiate running season, Nicholas Al-
varado, freshman, led his fellow Redhawks
with a 25thplace finish, just after Alaska-
Anchorage University GNAC individual
champion David Kiplagat.
"He ran the 'smart-aggressive' plan
we've talked about and really pushed to
have the best performance he could and it
paid off," said Steidl.
Also contributing to the men's strong
finish was Andrew Lybarger, complet-
ing the race in 50th place with a time of
27:33.16.
"This hasn't been my fastest season
but the race went well enough," said
Lybarger.
Western Washington ended up win-
ning the men's team title with 35 points,
followed by Alaska-Anchorage with 53
points.
As for the women's team, the sopho-
mores lead the group. Rhiannon Ca-
delinia finished 41st, followed by Jaime
Clark in 55thplace and Natalie Martinez
in 57th.
"I ran my fastest 6k timeat this course,"
said Cadelinia. "Last year at conference,
I finished 62nd, so finishing 41st this year
was a big improvement."
Seattle Pacific University won the
women's title with 34 points and Alaska-
Anchorage took second with 44 points.
"While it's tough to not have your top
runners, especially at the conference meet,
I think the women handled the pressure
of representing the team very well," said
Steidl.
The cross country teams will compete
in the NCAA West Regionals on Satur-
day, Nov. 4 at Lake Oroville Afterbay in
Chico, Calif.
"I'm looking forward to seeing what
they can do at Regionals where it's a
10K race rather than just an 8K race,"
said Steidl. "I think the guys have a lot of
strength and that's going to be a big advan-
tage to them for the longer race distance
in two weeks."
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Editorial
College Republicans' lack of activity unsettling
With Election Day only two weeks
down the line, the surge of political ac-
tivity in the local community has not left
Seattle University untouched. The first
floor ofthe Pigott Atrium, tables near the
entrance to C-Street and even the pages
ofThe Spectator have been alive with the
currents ofan upcoming election.
But surprisingly silent during all this
has been one group that should be actively
promoting their cause - the College Re-
publicans.
While the Young Democrats have been
taking steps towards securing the vote of
the college generation by bringing such
big names as A 1 Gore and Maria Cantwell
to campus, the College Republicans have
so far failed to do the same with their
candidates. Similarly, the Socialist Alter-
native, a group thathave become a widely
noticeable political organization in the
tew weeks since fall quarter began, have
been active in bringing socialist speakers
and organizingpolitical rallies to campus
- even when socialism is considered by
many Americans as a dead political ideol-
ogy. All this and the group is not even a
club at Seattle University.
But the College Republicans have done
little to attract voters to their cause. And
at a school that tends to be dominated by
liberals - many of whom subscribe to
the Democrats' beliefs without knowing
any more about the party than it is what
their parents say is "good" - the voice of
conservatives is key.
It may not be what everybody wants
to hear. It may attract someprotests from
other portions ofthe student body. But if
Seattle University is preparing students
for thereal world, then it is also preparing
them for an America where democracy
is intended to reign supreme. On this
campus, that pathway to democracy is
constricted by the lack of political action
by the Republicans, a group that can be
seen in American society - for better or
for worse - as 50 percent ofthe political
equation.
The lack ofsupport for this organization
at Seattle University is not necessarily
because everyone hates conservatives.
There are right-leaning individuals ofall
breeds around campus - from Goldwater
Conservatives to McCain Moderates to
Bush Neo-Cons, the wide ranging views
ofright-wing college students are repre-
sented in every school and every major
around this campus. Getting them to raise
their voices and come out of the wood-
workis a different situation - onethat can
only be remedied by diverse conservative
political action. One thing iscertain; inac-
tion will get the party nowhere.
To attract interest, die College Republi-
cans ofSeattle University have a duty to
support their cause.
Educate students who may have a
biased view of the Republican party on
thepolicies ofMike McGavickand Dave
Reichert; better yet, bring these candi-
dates to campus. If the Young Democrats
can get America's former vice-president
talking about global warming in the
Student Center, there is no reason why
the College Republicans should have
a problem securing a visit from a local
politician they support.
But currently, the Republicans on this
campus are all but voiceless, While secur-
ing support on campus will be more chal-
lenging for them than it is for the Young
Democrats, moving towards grassroots
activity and spreading awareness are
the first steps to meeting that challenge
head on.
Time is ninning out for the Seattle Uni-
versity College Republicans, and perhaps
for the Republican Party as the dominat-
ing force in the United States Senate.
Now, more than ever, campus conserva-
tives need to step up to the plate.
Where have all the students gone?
Erik Nielsen
erik@kythra. net
When our parents were in college, stu-
dentprotests would draw thousands, ifnot
tens of thousands. Student demonstrators
were instrumental in driving a powerful
president, Lyndon Johnson, out of office
because of his war. Just two years ago,
George W. Bush was re-elected - despite
his wars.
Where were the protests? Where were
the protests when the thousandth young
American fell on foreign sands? The two
thousandth?
As theAmerican casualty lists near three
thousand, will there be a peep? Will there
be more than a few "radical" students
handing out flyers, the majority of which
will end up in the recycle bin? Perhaps
some students will join a Facebook group
with a name like "If This Group Reaches
One Million Members, War In Iraq Will
End."
And our brothers and friends will keep
on dying.
But why? Bush's wars are even more
evil and unjust than Johnson's. Is it that
students today approve of doing evil, as
long as gas prices stay artificially low?
Or perhaps the lack of participation
is some sort of perverted "rebellion"
against our parents. After all, if those
same "grown-ups" who made us go to
bed early, who embarrassed us in front of
our friends, who "just don't understand,"
if they protested as students, it must be
just too uncool to protest and make one's
voice heard.
Perhaps the learned professors and
analysts studying the problem are correct
when they argue that our generation is
simply too self-absorbed, too greedy and
too obsessed withbeing like Paris Hilton
to actually give a damnabout anything im-
portant. Who cares ifan estimated 50,000
Iraqi civilians have beenkilled when there
are Versace sun-glasses to be worn and
reality TV to be watched?
Ultimately, I reject the idea that all
students are selfish, lazy, apathetic and
greedy. It seems to me that there are a few
reasons students aren't more involved,
aren't more upset, aren't more active.
First, there seems to be a strong dis-
connect between the youth and "the
real world" - not MTV, but the world
outside of the ivory towers of academia.
As students, we are sheltered by Seattle
University. Like our parents during our
high school years, SU is there, watching
over us, making sure that nothing too ter-
rible happens.
This is not a bad thing, however, it also
creates the same disconnect that we had
in our parents' houses. By being removed
from general society, we don't experience
the harsh realities of life. Beyond that,
the war in Iraq is so distant that it seems
to many to be less real than Paris Hilton
playing a cop on "The Simple Life." Very
few ofus are unfortunate enough to know
someone deployed in Iraq orAfghanistan,
and because of that, very few of us are
willing to step out of our comfort zones
and learn about what is happening.
Of those of us who do realize and care
about the daily deaths in Iraq andAfghani-
stan, many still feel disconnected, albeit a
different type ofdisconnect.After all, how
many politicians actually listen to the few
student voices currently speaking out?
I refuse to be an apologist for my gen-
eration, however. That second disconnect
is a bed ofour own making. We claim that
politics are too abstract and too distant to
care about. We smugly argue against rais-
ing our voices because nobody listens to
students, and because we don't raise our
voices we aren't taken seriously.
And then we go play another round of
Halo 2.
Politics can be abstract, but we're in
college! We're supposed to be learning
critical thinking and (especially at SU)
how to be informedand involved citizens.
So, let's start using these skills that our
professors are tying to teach. Let's think
beyond gas prices and to the impact our
voices can have, ifwe ever raise them.
Politicians don't listen to us, it is true,
but why should they? What have we done
to de-mand our voices be heard? Have we
turned out in record numbers to vote?
Anyone not voting this November
should be ashamed. I have voted in ev-
ery election, primary an general, since I
turned 18, and I can count on the fingers
of one hand how many peers, people in
my age bracket, I have seen at the polling
stations.
If we start thinking critically about the
issues instead of the latest fashions, if
we start becoming involved in the politi-
cal process and if we start insisting that
our voices be heard, politicians would
be forced to listen. If we stop confusing
cause with effect and realize that we, as
students, are not taken seriously because
we don't demand consid-eration, then we
could change the world.
I'll leave you with one final thought: In
a way, I hope that there is a military draft.
Not because I want to lose more friends
overseas (and I have lost a few in Iraq),
but because I believe that the only way to
shock students out of their complacency
is having their friends, their significant
others, their siblings being ripped out of
society and forced to die overseas.
Only then will therealities ofwar andan
administration drunk on power be driven
home. Only when the consequences ofour
apathy are made personal and immedi-
ate will we snap out of our self-centered
complacency and get involved.
Corrections:
- Last week's article, "Albers, an interna-
tionalbusiness education"mistakenly broke
down the division of international students
in the Albers School. The piece said that
ECIS, finance and MPAC all were more than
50% international. In reality, though 53% of
ECJS majors are international students, only
30% of finance majors and 24% of those
working towards a Master's ofProfessional
Accounting are international.
- Allegations cited in a lawsuitwhich Tony
Harris S.J. was involved in, included sexu-
ally explicit greetingcards, not e-mails. The
article "VP ofMission and Ministry resigns"
in the Oct. 18 issue stated otherwise.
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PASIC, a growing plague in the SU community
Sean Towey
toweys@seattleu. edu
We've all been there. The class right
after lunch. You've just eaten one of the
massive burritos from Cherry Street and
are wondering whether or not your colon
can take the pressure.
While you try and remember exactly
how many people have spontaneously
combusted from eating too much Mexican
food, the professor asks a question. An
easy, open ended question. The kind of
question that if you had even bothered to
look at the textbook, even for justa second
or two, you would know the answer to.
It's alright, though. You may not have
done the reading, but someone in the class
must have. Dead silence can only last so
long before someone shatters it.
Oh, no. No one is raising their hand. The
professor is scanning the classroom for any
sign of life, for a pulse.
You're sweating. You're one of the
people that cannot stand dead silence.
You're feeling claustrophobic. Finally, you
lose control of your right arm as it shoots
into the sky.
"Yes, sweaty guy in the back there, do
you have an answer?"
"C! The answer is C!"
The whole class turns around in won-
der. Great, now they care about what is
going on.
"It wasn't a multiple choice question.
I asked to hear some of the arguments
Socrates comes up with in The Apology."
"Right."
"Do you have something to say about
Socrates?"
"I need some water."
"Okay, why don't you go get some."
P.A.S.I.C. (Painfully Awkward Silence
in Classrooms) has to stop, if for nothing
more than public safety reasons. There is a
contingent of Seattle University who will
not survive if it continues.
Here is what usually happens. There are
two or three students who always do the
assigned reading for class. One or two of
those students are generally desperately
shy and hate talking out loud. PASIC is
not worse than their fear of speaking in
class.
So, that leaves one student who raises his
hand and answers the first three questions.
After that, either the professor stops call-
ing on that student, or some of the other
students slip some cyanide into the Pepsi
he's drinking for making everyone else
look stupid.
PASIC is just not healthy.
If one were to do the math, it costs ap-
proximately $136.75 each class here at Se-
attle University. No matter socio-economic
class you hail from, that's a substantial
amount of money.
By not doing the homework, by not
participating in class, you are wasting your
money, plain and simple. PASIC should not
exist in a school that costs over $30,000
a year.
Beyond that, PASIC takes away from the
education of others. It takes more than one
person to have a conversation.
Some professors do not make very much
money. Many of them could make more
money doing something else, but instead
choose to teach, out of love or whatever.
PASIC is not fair to those professors who
are accepting less money to do something
that they love.
Even if you didn't do the reading, just
say something. Anything. Take a wild,
crazy guess. If nothing else, maybe it will
make some people laugh. Hopefully, the
professor will embarrass you to the point
that you do the reading next time.
And a word to all the painfully shy kids
in Seattle University classrooms; get over
it. You have something amazing to offer
in classrooms, to Seattle University and to
the world. You justhave to express what it
is OUTLOUD.
Defeating PASIC, like any epidemic,
will make our campus a saferplace. Along
with small pox, measles and the semester
system, Seattle University should forever
say goodbye to PASIC. Or there should
at least be some brochures about it in the
Health Center.
Always on the move: A new breed of horror story
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu.edu
My college living situation began like
most - in the dorms. I was at a disadvan-
tage from the start, assigned to a room in
Xavier Hall long before it was ever defined
as a "Global Living Community." Perhaps
I need not say more, but I will for the sake
of a good story.
I remember receiving my roommate's
name in the mail, complete with her home
phone number, the summer before my col-
lege journey began. I also remember being
extremely excited about meeting someone
completely new.
The feeling quickly dissolved with the
realization that my floormates expected I
would automatically share my life story
with each and every one of them.
The forced bonds and superficial friend-
ships left a bitter taste that I just couldn't
get over. I guess I should credit some of my
hatred to the fact that my roommate didn't
respect my time or space - or anything else,
for that matter. Some people like to sleep at
3 a.m. without several strange men invad-
ing their already crowded dorm room. But
apparently I was alone in this belief.
Needless to say, I didn't make it back
to Xavier for winter quarter and spent my
Christmas break searching for apartments
online.This seems like an easy task, but my
search results proved otherwise. One-bed-
room apartments in the area are ridiculously
expensive, no one needs a roommate winter
quarter and it is difficult for a freshman to
commit to a lease without a co-signer.
As you can imagine, I was all over the first
cheap-rent opportunity that came my way.
I consider myself to be rather adventurous
and willing to try things for the sake of ex-
perience, so I was fairly open as to where
and with whom I would live in the city.
Such was the case whenI decided to take
a shot at living in a house on Beacon Hill
which boasted a clean, fun household and
"three girl roommates." I wasn't sure how
it happened, but I had found the answer to
my housing predicament.
Or so it seemed.
I went to check out the house. To my sur-
prise, it wasn't as clean as I had expected,
but I figured that I would have my own room
and couldkeep to myself for the most part. I
was going to be busy commuting to school
and participating in my extra-curricular
activities anyway. I met two of my potential
future roommates and although they weren't
the cheery, average college-age "girls" I had
expected and probably hoped for, they were
nice enough.
So, in an attempt to avoid commuting
from one of my parents' homes, I hastily
agreed to move in and paid my first months
rent that same day.
Later, I had expected to spend my first
night in the new place setting my posses-
sions up to my liking. Unfortunately, things
went a little bit differently than how I had
played them out in my mind.
After getting almost completely moved
in, the third and final roommate that I had
not met yet got home from work.
To my shock - and horror - the final
roommate that I had yet to meet was not in
fact a female in the true sense of the term,
but rather a very large, bearded transvestite
with a nurse's outfit and a high-pitched
voice. Perhaps he considered himself a
woman. I, however, did not.
As ifmy disgust from first sight was not
enough, the manly "woman" proceeded
to further my feeling with his first words
to me.
"Oh my God, I'm so excited," he effemi-
nately announced. "We can paint our nails
and go to the grocery store together!"
I couldn't believe my ears and almost im-
mediately left the house. There was no way
that I was going to stay there. No way.
What did I do? The only thing that I could
do: I called my mommy. I went back to the
comfort of her home, because even that
was better than staying in the house that I
had all too quickly made the decision to try
and live in.
The absurdity of my actions are com-
pletely justifiable considering that I am from
Poulsbo, Wash., a tiny Norwegian town on
the other side of the water that does not em-
brace such beings so freely. I will say in my
defense, that I am not the type to hate people
because they are different - I was just flat
out scared! After all, I was a freshman.
To my dismay, I spent the following
month commuting every day to school. I
got up, drove 30 minutes to the Bainbridge
Ferry Terminal, took a 35 minute ferry ride
across the water and then rode bus number
12up the hill to Seattle University. I left too
early and got home way too late. My back-
pack was always packed full of everything
that I might need for my day.
Life couldn't get any worse. This torture
had to come to an end.
Right before my breaking point, I ran-
domly got a phone call from a family
friend informing me that their son's friend
from college was in need of a roommate.
The friend lived in Fremont - an area of
Seattle that I barely knew - and attended
the University of Washington as a graduate
student.
Initially I was extremely cautious, con-
sidering my Beacon Hill rendezvous, but a
family friend couldn't havebeen too terribly
off. Not to mention the more pressing issue
ofcommuting everyday.
It turned out that this situation wasn't en-
tirelyall thatbad. My roommate, a 30-year-
old woman, was in her final yearof graduate
school at UW, making her a seasoned vet-
eran at this whole roommate thing.
Living right off Highway 99, we got our
fair share of prostitutes and drug addicts
congregating just outside our door, but for
the most part they were harmless and just
made for humorous stories.
We got along great. The only issue was
our age difference, but even that didn't
cause much strife.
But it didn't work out for us to renew the
lease. Again I was forcedto seek out another
living arrangement.
I thought that I had everything figured out
and that I wouldn'tmakea huge mistake like
I had during the Beacon Hill incident. As it
turned out, I was wrong again.
I decided to commit to living with two
girls that I knew rather well from my fresh-
man year: one from Seattle University and
the other from Cornish College of the Arts.
Both were individuals that I thought would
be easy to live with, and they both seemed
excited to live with me as well.
During the summer before my sophomore
year, we selected an apartment near the
number four bus route on 29thAvenue and
Jackson Street. The rent was exceedingly
cheap - about $300 per person.
Taking into account the economically ef-
ficient living costs, sacrificing a nicer place
nearer to campus seemed like a worthwhile
decision. Little did we know that we were
signing ourselves up for a low-cost apart-
ment in the heart of one of Seattle's most
dangerous neighborhoods. Not only were
we living on Jackson, but we were right next
to Martin Luther King Jr. Way - a hotbed
of Seattle crime.
Thus began my year-long adventure in
the realms of reverse racism, drug deals
and near- death experiences - many due to
the fact that I was viewed as an upper-class
white girl from Seattle University, prancing
through the streets of a lower-class area.
The apartment was not close enough to
walk to school, so I had to take the bus.
And anyone who has taken bus number
four knows that it goes by the courthouse,
jail and hospital on its ascent up First Hill.
This might give a good idea of the types
who ride the route daily.
As if these problems were not enough,
once I got inside the "safety" of my own
home things continued to get worse.
My roommates used community spaces
of our apartment as extensions of theirown
rooms, leaving piles upon piles of clothes,
papers, mail, books and dishes. Weeks
would go by and nothing wouldbudge. Not
a singlearticle was mine and it disgusted me
to levels I never imagined possible.
While at home I remained locked inside
my closet of a room, coming out only to
use therestroom or make myself something
to eat - that is, if I could make use of the
limited number of clean dishes available. I
refused to clean up after such sloppy, care-
less and disrespectful individuals.
My living situation was at another low
point, and this time I had no escape.
Near the end of our lease, I asked one of
my fellow teammates to be my roommate
for the coming year. After surveying her all
year (not necessarily as a potential room-
mate, but just as a person in general) I felt
rather confident in this decision. Perhaps I
shouldn't have, considering my previous
selections, but I've been very fortunate with
my choice. Combiningmy experiences with
our similar housing desires, we decided to
live as close to campus as possible, regard-
less of cost. It doesn't get much closer than
our final choice: the Rianna Apartments.
Yes, it's true that these apartments are
rather costly. But it has proven to be well
worth the rent we pay. You cannot beat the
convenience. Wepractically live on campus,
which allows for last minute waking up and
free internet courtesy of Seattle University.
It's not bad, if you ask me.
Although I am shelling out quite a bit of
cash each month, living where I do now has
provided me with more free time. I have
more timefor extra-curricularactivities and
more time to devote to my social life.
The moral of this story is to be careful
in both your housing and roommate selec-
tions: they will make or break your living
experience. After all, there is a reason for
thatprice differencebetween homes at 12th
and Cherry and homes at 30thand Jackson.
Ultimately, paying more rent to live closer
to campus is better in the long run.
Unless of course you have a car. That
certainly would have made things a whole
lot easier, and probably safer too. Oh well,






Oct. 18, 1:30 p.m. -
Trespass Warning
Public Safety gave a trespass
warning to transient bathing in the
men's rest room at Championship
Field.
Oct. 20, 10 a.m. - Accident
Public Safety was notified a
student was hit by a van at 3rd
and Columbia and transported
to a local hospital. The student
was evaluated over a period of
approximately four hours and
released.
Oct. 20, 10:30 a.m. - Safety
Assist
Public Safety was asked by a
faculty member to check a class
area and make sure a student
who was instructed not to be
present was following the request.
The officers checked, and the
student was not in class.
Oct. 20, 10 p.m. - Medical
Assist/Alcohol
A report came in to Public Safety
that a student was completely
unresponsive after consuming
a quantity of alcohol at a party
at 11th and E. Jefferson. The
Seattle Fire Department and
Seattle Police Department
evaluated the student, who was
transported to a local hospital for
evaluation.
Oct. 21, 2 p.m. - Medical
Assist
A student reported her foot
was badly cut while walking in
the fountain and stepping on
broken glass. The Seattle Fire
Department treated the student
and Public Safety transported
her to a local hospital, where
she received stitches and then
returned to her residence room.
Oct. 22, 12:40 a.m. -
Disturbance and Alcohol
Residence Life and Public Safety
tried to contact uncooperative
students running around
Bellarmine Hall and smelling
of alcohol. Names were finally
learned and referred to the
conduct system.
Oct. 22, 1 a.m. - No
Contact
Public Safety was advised by a
contracted staff person that their
ex-significant other has been
trying to contact them after a no
contact order was put in place
Public Safety is following up with
the victim and with the Seattle
Police Department.
Oct. 22, 1 a.m. - Indecency
While on patrol, Public Safety
observed a male student urinating
on a chain link fence near Logan
Field. Public Safety asked the
student to use a restroom and








"I heard the 11th floor
of Campion was
haunted because a
guy hung himself there."
"Being followed by random
people into your dorm room."
"That the compost waste
building is used to burn
students and not actually
wastes."
àdfd
"One time I was in the law school
building at 3 am and I saw a
security guard sitting in the
corner and I am pretty sure his
eyes were glowing."
"I heard the fifth floor of the
library was used for science
experiments for the psychology
department."
"I heard that the 11th floor was
haunted and that my friend
who lived there had many
encounters such as hearing a
loud boom
only in his room and books
inching off the shelf and then
flying at his face."
Sam Baccus, sophomore pre-major.
Joanna Herron, freshman
humanities for teaching major.
Michael Alcantara, sophomore







Bronwyn Watson, senior theatre
and philosophy major.
